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NIFTY  

Across the board healthy buying lifted equity benchmarks higher by a percent in intraday trade on 

December 13 on the back of supporting global cues. Benchmark indices continued their upward 

momentum with Nifty ended above 12080 levels. In weekly chart, a strong bullish candle with 1.39% 

gains creates shift of momentum for the index. After a weak Start a power pack V shape rally has 

witnessed in nifty increasing optimism among the traders. 

On 11 December Nifty fifty has completed a smaller degree Bullish AB =CD Harmonic pattern on daily 

time line which is well supported with Fibonacci ratio and since then index rebound almost 250 points 

from its low point. 

In weekly interval nifty is still trading in a higher high higher low formation which is involved in a Rising 
channel pattern. Majority of moving averages are in favour of rising price action which favours bullish 
nature among the traders. Weekly RSI (14) has given breakout from its downward sloping trendline 
and currently reading above 60 levels with positive crossover. 
 

In case of any decline, the index will continue to find support around 11,900 - 11800 levels, which 

coincides with horizontal trendline supports and till will act as line of polarity (resistance will act as 

support). However a stable move above 12150 levels will invalidate resistance and it will strengthen 

the index to record new life-time-high till 12400 odd levels. 
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BANK NIFTY 

NIFTY BANK 

Nifty bank has recovered its previous week losses and closed the index with strong green candle 
above 32000 with more than 2% gain for the week. Private sector banks were major attraction for 
this week which shown optimism for the week. After a weak start for the week banking index 
rebounded almost 1000 points from its weekly low point and shown strong reversal. 
 
Nifty bank has exactly find support near its upward rising trend line connecting to the lows of 19 Sept 
and 7th Oct. Private Banks are likely to outperform state run banks at current scenario. 
 
Higher high Higher Low formation is well intact on Momentum Oscillator RSI (14) with positive 
crossover on the cards. MACD is reading above zero line with positive crossover, which is bullish sign. 
 
Bank nifty has witnessed a sweet rally from 28000 to 32150 in previous eight weeks. In the near 

term, 31000 is an immediate support zone. In any case if there is breach of 31000 on closing basis 

then we may again visit 30500 levels in coming days. 32500 levels are near term resistance, breach of 

that level on higher side will open the gate for the new high in banking index. 
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Sector Look: NIFTY MIDCAP100 

On the Weekly chart NIFTY MIDCAP100 INDEX has given trend line breakout within a border falling 
wedge pattern. Prices have completed its through back near the trend line support and are ready to 
move upside. 50 days simple moving average is acting as a strong support which is placed at 
16506.60 on daily time frame. Moreover on weekly time frame, 200 days Exponential moving 
average is acting as an anchor point which is placed at 16400 level. Overall sentiments looks positive 
as index has shown strong strength towards upside. 
 
Momentum Oscillator RSI (14) is reading above 50 levels with positive crossover, which is positive for 
the index. MACD indicator is reading above its line of polarity with positive sentiments. 
 
On the lower end supports are seen at 16500/ 16000 on weekly chart. On the higher end break of 

17340 will open the gate for 17790 levels in coming weeks.  
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Weekly Stock Idea: DIVISLAB 

After consolidating in a broad range of 1750 - 1500 prices has witnessed a breakout above its 

“Rectangle Pattern” on weekly time line. On the previous week broader market witnessed profit 

booking but this counter gave a bullish breakout with above average volume, which indicates 

optimism towards the prices.   

Prices are currently trading above all its major exponential averages (50, 100, and 200). On 

Momentum Oscillator RSI (14) it has given breakout of downward slanting trend line on weekly 

chart with positive crossover and currently reading above 60 levels. 

MACD on previous two occasions sustained above the line of polarity with positive sentiments 
which add optimism towards the counter. 
 

Based on the above Technical studies we can come out with a view that the price may move 

towards higher levels over the short period. 
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